2006 kias

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Don't know your
type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim? Trim Select Trim. Don't know your style? Style
Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no
reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems;
may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an
accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or
warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or body
work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires
need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle
have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle? Estimated
values for the Kia Sportage. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer
to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's
market value. You can find the market value of your Kia Sportage on Edmunds. You'll need to
know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option packages and
trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for
each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors will affect how much a
Kia Sportage is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the year, mileage, condition
level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your
vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Kia Sportage, or any
vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to
Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value
along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so
it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Kia Sportage. We recommend you read
Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Kia Sportage and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here.
To understand if the Kia Sportage is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and
consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal
calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Sportage. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Did not purchase anything yet but we did speak thru
text,Seems like a great guy to do business with. When I finally got a chance to visit the original
car I wanted was sold but they had other great offers I'll be test driving one this week.. Very
relaxed, no pressure sales atmosphere. I was given CarFax so that was a plus.. The vehicles are
clean lot well organization. Whish I knew about this All-star Auto when bought my last car. I
would recommend this dealership to anyone who is looking for a good used car. Even comes
with warranty. Marc was very helpful. Although I did not end up with the car I was looking at
through CarGurus, he helped me find another car that was a better fit. I was very pleased with
his professionalism and the overall experience. No pressure at all. I will be recommending
Southwest Florida Auto to any of my friends looking for a good quality used vehicle. Helpful
friendly staff. Jerry was very helpful and showed me the truck I was interested in and said he
had another truck similar to the one I interested. After viewing both trucks my wife and I decided
on the truck had gone to see. Very knowledgeable salesman. He spent a lot of time answering
questions for us. We are happy with our purchase. Matt was great! He helped us tremendously
to get the Durango. Very friendly and courteous! Deal fell through on the x-terra. Sold it before i
could get with him on the price but he put me in a toyota highlander and so far i am happy with
it. Very quick response.. Sales person just handed me the suv keys, I went for a test drive.
Returned car. Covid masks were worn by all. The dealership was quick to respond, but my
beautiful wife found a different vehicle that she wants instead. I would definitely recommend
this dealership to anyone who is interested in a new or used vehicle. Was great response but
the burbin didn't have enough seating for my family waiting for a reply on any other in the same
price range. Kodie is very thorough on following up on calls. She may be busy but leave a
message. She will get back too you. His expectations did not match mine. My needs were met
with excuses that did not match up with other dealerships. Let me test drive the truck. Wouldn't
go down with the price. I told him I would pay all. The truck had some noticeable damage to it.
Then I saw a couple weeks later on Car Gurus he lowered the price. Omar made buying a car
fast and easy. Would recommend to anyone looking for a honest salesman. We drove miles for
this beauty and Omar made the experience so easy and pleasant. Above and beyond is the best
way to say it. They said and did everything l asked. I traveled the 89miles to the dealer but they
were closing in 15min. I hadn't even gotten off the turnpike. Very friendly staff, treated us with
upmost respect. Answered our questions and the most important, we cometwd the process
within 20 minutes! Paperwork and having the car outside with the tags on it. Recommendation
is to see their selection, and allow them to earn your business. TY PJ! He did all that could to
make sure I received a great car buying experience!! Professional dealership, no hard sell,

recommend to visit APX for your next vehicle. Friendly, and very helpful! Made the process
relatively painless. Got me a lower interest rate than I could find! Very professional, quick and
easy. Car sold that i was interested in, but good thing is their inventory is more than sufficient
for my next pick. Ask for Jack at APX, he has been great. After its rebirth as a sportier compact
SUV last year, the Kia Sportage only gets a few additions this year, including a standard tire
monitor for the EX trim and a new antenna. With more cargo, head, and legroom, the Sportage is
much more people-friendly, and its new carlike platform and four-wheel independent
suspension make handling much easier. The Sportage comes in two trims, LX and EX, both
available in either two-wheel or four-wheel drive. The LX can be had with either a 2. The EX only
comes with the V6, and all V6 models have a 4-speed auto tran. The I4 has a choice of standard
5-speed manual or the optional automatic. All of the Sportage trims comes with power features,
rear wipers, a roof rack, cargo tie-downs, ABS brakes, stability and traction control, and six
airbags front and back. The EX adds heated mirrors, keyless entry, a sunroof, foglights, and a
cargo cover. The rear row of seats fold flat into the floor, offering up to 67 cubic feet of extra
storage space. Owners and experts alike seem happy with the new style of the Sportage. The
fact that it comes standard with a full set of performance and safety features is a big draw,
along with Kia's warranty. The extra room, folding seats, and gas mileage are all cited as
highlights, though there are some who claim the gas mileage isn't as good as advertised. Other
complaints mention uncomfortable seats and an underpowered engine for its class. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Kia Sportage listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? With its lengthy equipment list, high-quality interior and
better-than-average performance, the Kia Spectra sedan and hatchback are an excellent
low-cost alternative to a Civic or Matrix. The Spectra's origins in the U. In , Kia added a five-door
hatchback companion called the Spectra in an effort to reach out to younger drivers. In , the
Sephia sedan took the name "Spectra" as well. Although decently equipped, neither the Spectra
sedan nor the hatchback had the level of refinement or quality necessary to get the attention of
Civic and Corolla buyers. However, a groundbreaking redesign came midway through and
established the Kia Spectra as the value leader in the economy car segment. Roomy, well
equipped and for the most part pleasant to drive, the Spectra is worth the attention of anyone
shopping for an affordable compact car. A hp, 2. Unfortunately, the engine begins to run out of
steam at midrange rpm and gets a bit noisy in the process -- this is one of the few areas in
which the Kia Spectra doesn't match up to the Civic and Corolla. Ride quality is excellent for an
economy car, though, as the suspension dutifully absorbs bumps and grooves. Handling is soft
yet predictable with the standard suspension, but you can get a tauter setup by opting for the
SX sedan or Spectra5 hatchback, which also provides extra body cladding and sportier interior
trim. Inside, the furnishings are nothing too exciting, but a simple control layout, above-average
build and materials quality and standard side curtain airbags count for plenty in this segment.
So do comfortable seats, and the Kia Spectra offers plenty of room for both front and rear
occupants. A vast selection of trays, bins, pockets and containers provides a spot for anything
you happen to be carrying, while six large cupholders make road-trip dehydration a thing of the
past. Although class leaders like the Civic and Mazda3 are still a few steps ahead of the Spectra
when it comes to performance and refinement, we think highly of this Kia car. If you're looking
for a well-rounded economy sedan or hatchback, the Kia Spectra is definitely worth a test-drive.
The SX sedan and Spectra5 hatchback add front and rear spoilers, side sills, rear valance, black
grille, black headlight bezels, upgraded tires and inch alloys and a sport-tuned suspension on
manual transmission models, a front strut tower bar is also included. Inside, leather trim on the
steering wheel, shift knob and parking brake handle add a sporty touch, as do sport cloth seats,
metal-look trim and metal pedals. The Kia Spectra features a 2. Buyers can choose a five-speed
manual or four-speed automatic transmission. Four-wheel disc brakes are standard on all
models except the EX, which has rear drums. Antilock brakes are optional. All Spectras feature
standard front-seat-mounted side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. In government
crash tests, the Kia Spectra earned a rating of four stars out of five for front-impact protection. It
also earned four stars for front-occupant protection in side impacts. Rear-seat side-impact

protection rated a mediocre three stars. The 2. Another downside is that engine noise can be
obtrusive at speeds of 70 mph and above. The manual gearbox is easy to shift, but the
automatic transmission can be a tad slow to come up with downshifts. The EX sedan offers a
smooth ride, strong brakes and competent if not exactly sporty handling. The Spectra5 and SX
sedan kick it up a notch with tighter handling while also retaining the supple ride quality of the
less sporting EX sedan. The Kia Spectra offers a simple cabin layout with logically arranged
controls and above-average build and materials quality. The front seats are downright
comfortable with enough shoulder, hip- and legroom to accommodate large adults. There's
plenty of legroom in back as well, and the rear bench is generously cushioned. The sedan's
trunk capacity is bit small for this class at Available styles include SX 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia
Spectra. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia
lease specials Check out Kia Spectra lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Engine is weak and buzzy at
higher rpm, soft handling on EX model. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The base LX sedan has been dropped, and the
EX no longer features foglamps or rear disc brakes. On the plus side, all models now come with
floor mats and a cabin air filter, while the SX and Spectra5 gain standard cruise control. The
optional four-speed automatic transmission has been redesigned this year for greater durability
and smoothness although models with SULEV emissions still use last year's unit. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. And we just keep rollin I bought my kia spectra brand new with
53 miles on it. I change the oil every miles, change the transmission fluid every 80, miles. I
didn't have to put new brakes on until , miles. At , miles I had her tuned up. I decided at ,00
miles I should put new belts on it. The check engine light came on at around miles still under
warranty took in for new O2 sensor. The check engine light came back on just after , miles and
its been on ever since, sooner or later its gotta burn out right? We are currently at miles and still
rolling. Read less. Great affordable, reliable car. I purchased my car last year with 86, miles on
it. I now have , miles on it and it's doing great. I took this car on a 2, mile road trip in the summer
and my Spectra did fine. I do have to say that one con for this car is that it does not get up to
speed very quickly on the highway. When I try to accelerate the engine feels weak and buzzy; it
gets pretty loud and I don't go much faster. Beside that, it's a reliable car that gets me to and
from work and around town with no problem. The interior is very roomy and comfortable even
with five people seated. The trunk is deep which is awesome for travel. Overall a great, reliable
car. Wow, were we ever pleasantly surprised. This is a great little car. The doors close solidly
with a click. The engine cranks quickly and is eerily quiet for a small car. Power is more than
adequate for our intended use. Seating position and comfort are outstanding. The build quality
feels first-class. This car is an absolute pleasure to own. And the gas mileage is great too! I
bought my Kia Spectra SX used about 2 years ago and after a rough beginning fixin issues left
by the former owner I've really come to enjoy this car. The SX wheels, suspension and body are
a plus over the other models and considering it's a compact car it has plenty of interior room, a
nice size trunk and more than enough umph to get around. See all reviews of the Used Kia
Spectra. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Spectra. Sign Up. I think I died and went to
heaven! Even quiet and stable on highway with cross winds. Haven't found anything I would
change yet, except it could use ten more ponies. Such a joy to look at and drive. On-line reviews
led me to this car. When I drove by my dealer and saw this beautiful sunset orange SX facing
me, I knew I had to have it. Of course the fantastic warranty was another selling point. Lack of
cruise was not an issue for me. I had a used Rio5 for a short bit before getting t-boned in a
winter storm. The offender was a dodge caravan making an illegal left turn. The Rio took the hit
well, with little damage to me After much searching for a new car, I ended up buying the exact
same model. The Rio5 is great on gas, the 5sp is peppy enough to be fun. The spare tire cover
is crap, I recommend buying a piece of plywood to cover it. The balljoints in the 3 kia rio5's that

I have driven have all needed replacing. Bought second hand for my wife and she loves it, I
sorta like it. Has heated front seats which was surprising for a car like a rio. Gas mileage is
excellent performance is adequate and comfort is adequate also. I was expecting this car to be
horrible but she loved it so we got it. Metal body is poor quality every stone chip begins rusting
immediately unlike domestic galvanized cars. Overall I would buy again for the wife. Just
bought this vehicle with 71, miles. So far I really like it. Just one complaint. Hopefully its been
moved since. I seriously dislike that each time I reach to change the volume of the stereo, may
hand hits that emergency flasher button making me check that I didn't accidently turn them on.
Haven't had my Rio not quite a month but I am enjoying it. I tried out all the small cars and
found this one to be the quietest, and most enjoyable. Had a 04 Dodge Caravan and it drives
just as good and holds the road in all weather conditions and even holds the road passing a big
truck. It doesn't sway like the 02 Camry I had. Can't believe how good they are making the new
small cars now. Inside feels like I'm in a large car. Have plenty of room for all my stuff. The 4
door beat the hatchback as far as space. Get about 32 miles to the gallon. But only have 6
hundred miles on it, hope will get better with time. Mine is the basic no electric windows or
locks. Found out I can do without them. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Rio. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Rio model: All Rio
models 4dr Sedan 1. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Killed one, going
on another! Items per page:. Write a review See all Rios for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Rio. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
1990 chevy 1500 fuse box diagram
toyota factory repair manuals
2013 chevy cruze service manual
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

